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Abstract
We study spaces of continuous self-maps of the interval whose Sharkovsky type does not exceed a given
type (as well as some similarly de"ned spaces). We prove that they are of second Baire category which enables
us to study genericity in them. Among others we prove that type-stability is generic. The notion of intensive
property is introduced and we show that maps simultaneously satisfying countably many intensive proper-
ties form a dense set in the considered spaces. One of the auxiliary results widely used in the paper says that
arbitrarily close to any map there is a piecewise monotone map with the same type which is constant on an
interval containing its "xed point. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 26A18; 54H20; 58F13; secondary 54E52
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1. Introduction
We will be concerned with the space C(I, I) of continuous maps of a real compact interval I into
itself with the topology given by the uniform metric. A basic strati"cation of this space is given by
Sharkovsky Theorem. First, we recall the well-known Sharkovsky ordering z on the set
q Deceased.
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NXM2=N (N stands for the set of all positive integers):
3z 5z 7z2z2 ) 3z2 ) 5z2 ) 7z2z4 ) 3z4 ) 5z4 ) 7z2z2
z 2n ) 3z 2n ) 5z 2n ) 7z2z2z 2=z2z 2nz2z 4z 2z 1.
For t3NXM2=N put S(t)"Mn3N; t_nN and denote by Per( f ) the set of periods of all cycles
(periodic orbits) of f. Then Sharkovsky Theorem can be formulated as follows.
Sharkovsky Theorem (Sharkovsky [11,12], cf. also Alseda et al. [1, Theorem 2.1.1]). For every map
f3C(I, I) there exists t3NXM2=N such that Per( f )"S(t). Conversely, for every t3NXM2=N there
exists a map f3C(I, I) such that Per( f )"S(t).
If Per( f )"S(t), then f is called to be of type t. When speaking of types we consider them to be
ordered by the Sharkovsky ordering. For t3NXM2=N denote by „(t) or „(pt) or „(^t) or „(zt)
or „(_t) the set of all maps f3C(I, I) for which type ( f )"t or type ( f )pt or type ( f )^t or
type ( f )zt or type ( f )_t, respectively.
The space C(I, I) is complete hence of second (Baire) category. Much attention has been paid to
generic properties of maps from C(I, I), i.e. to those shared by a residual set of maps from C(I, I)
* a survey of results on this topic can be found in [10]. But if a subspace of C(I, I) is of second
category in itself then it has a good sense to speak on generic properties in this subspace as well.
For instance, the space „(^2=), i.e. the space of all maps with zero topological entropy, is by
Block’s theorem on stability (see [2] or [3, Theorem II.19]) closed in the complete space C(I, I)
hence is of second category in itself. Generic properties in this space were investigated in [8].
For the same reason as in the case of „(^2=) the spaces „(^3]2k), k"0, 1, 2,2, are also of
second category in themselves. But the spaces „(^n) for other positive integers n are no longer
closed in C(I, I). One of the aims of the present paper is to show that still they are of second
category in themselves (see Theorem 1) and so one can study genericity in them. Some generic
properties which are connected with the types of maps in these subspaces are summarized in
Theorem 2. For completeness, we determine in Theorem 1 also the category of all other spaces
introduced above in connection with Sharkovsky strati"cation.
Sometimes one has to study a set of maps which is not residual in a considered subspace of
C(I, I). Then it can be important to know whether the set is at least dense in the subspace. In such
cases our Proposition 2 can turn out to be very useful. For instance, it enabled us to prove Theorem
3 which, from the point of view of applicability, is (together with Proposition 2) our main result.
For completeness of the above discussion let us recall that the Sharkovsky strati"cation can be
re"ned in various ways (see, e.g., the turbulence strati"cation in [3, Chapter II.2]) and that some
partial results on topological properties of the Sharkovsky strati"cation of the space C1(I, I) of all
continuously di!erentiable maps were obtained in [4].
Before going to the proofs of our results we introduce some notations. FOrb
f
(x)"
My3I; &i, j3N with f iy"f jxN is called the full orbit of x. By u( f ) we denote the set of all u-limit
points of the map f and by X( f ) the set of all nonwandering points of f (see [1] or [3] for the
de"nitions). By a piecewise monotone map we always mean a continuous map with "nite number of
pieces of (not necessarily strict) monotonicity. An interval J-I is called f-invariant if f (J)-J. We
say that a map f3C(I, I) is chaotic (in the sense of Li and Yorke) if there are two points x, y3I with
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lim sup
n?=
D f nx!f nyD’0 and lim inf
n?=
D f nx!f nyD"0. The closure of a set A we denote by
closA. By bd I we mean the set of endpoints of I.
2. Making Constant Pieces
In this section we are going to prove that the procedure of making constant pieces (see below)
does not increase the type of a map. A consequence of this fact will be used later.
De5nition (See JimeH nez et al. [9], cf. pouring water in Alseda‘ et al. [1]). We say that fM3C(I, I) is
made from f3C(I,I) by procedure of making constant pieces (PMCP) if there is a sequence (;
n
)=
n/1
of
open subintervals of I (in the relative topology) such that fM D
IC6
=
n/1 Un
"f D
IC6
=
n/1 Un
and fM D
Un
is constant
for every n3N.
Lemma 1. Let fM be made from f by PMCP and fM has a cycle of period n which is not a power of 2. Then
f has a cycle of period n.
Proof. If fM has a cycle of order n and n is not a power of 2, then fM n is turbulent by [3, Theorem
II.14]. Then f n is also turbulent. This follows from the fact that for nondegenerate intervals A, B we
have that if fM (A).B then also f (A).B. Now, using once more [3, Theorem II.14], we obtain that
f has a cycle of order n. h
The assumption that n is not a power of 2 can be removed from Lemma 1. In fact, we have
Proposition 1. Let fM be made from f by PMCP. Then type ( fM )^type ( f ).
Proof. Denote;"Mx3I; fM (x)Of (x)N. Suppose for a moment that the proposition holds if; is an
interval. Using induction we get that the proposition holds also in the case when ; has "nitely
many components. If; has in"nitely many components and type ( fM )ztype ( f ), there is n such that
fM has a cycle of period n while f has no cycle of period n. Since the points of the cycle lie only in
"nitely many components of ;, the map g which coincides with fM on these components and with
f outside them, gives a contradiction with the fact that the proposition holds in the case when; has
"nitely many components. So, from now on we may assume that there is an interval J"[a, b] such
that fM is constant on J and coincides with f outside J.
If type ( fM )z2= then the statement of the proposition follows immediately from Lemma 1. So, we
can assume that type ( fM )^2=.
Without loss of generality we can assume that f (a)"f (b). In fact, f (a) and f (b) can be di!erent
only if a or b is an endpoint of I. But in this case we can, instead of f, consider its ‘mirror-extensiona
g: if, say, a is an endpoint of I then we put g(x)"f (x) for x3I and g(a!x)"f (a#x) for
x3(0, b!a]. Further, let g6 be continuous, constant on the interval [a!(b!a), b] and coincide
with g outside this interval. Then type (g)"type( f ), type (g6 )"type ( fM ) and g(a!(b!a))"g(b).
So, from now on we will assume that f (a)"f (b).
Now suppose that there is a k-periodic point p3J of the map fM . To "nish the proof of the
proposition it su$ces to show that f must have a k or 2k-periodic point (indeed, since k is a power of
2, this implies that f has a k-periodic point).
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We start with observation that di!erent points in a cycle have di!erent images and fM (J) is
a singleton. Therefore fM (p),2, fM k~1(p) N J. Using this and the fact that f (a)"f (b)"fM ( p) and
f D
ICJ
"fM D
ICJ
we have
f (a),2, f k~1(a), f (b),2, f k~1(b)NJ. (1)
Note also that f k(a)"f k(b)"p.
Case 1: f k(J)-J. Take a "xed point q of f k in J. This point is k-periodic for f. To see this, suppose
f i(q)"q for some 1)i(k. Then, because of (1), f i(J) contains a or b. But this implies that
f k(J)"f k~i( f i(J)) contains f k~i(a) or f k~i(b). This contradicts our presupposition since these points
do not belong to J.
Case 2: f k(J)U. J. Then the set Mx3J; f k(x)3Ma, bNN is nonempty. Let a
0
and b
0
be its minimum
and maximum, respectively. Then f k([a, a
0
]X[b
0
, b])-J. There are two possibilities.
(i) f k has a "xed point q in [a, a
0
]X[b
0
, b]. Let, say, q3[a, a
0
]. The point q is k-periodic for f. To see
this, suppose f i(q)"q for some 1)i(k. Put K"[a, q]. Then f i(K) contains a (if f i(a)(a) or
b (if f i(a)’b). One of these possibilities necessarily occurs due to (1). But this implies that
f k(K)"f k~i( f i(K)) contains f k~i(a) or f k~i(b). This contradicts our presupposition since these
points do not belong to J.f k(K).
(ii) f k has no "xed point in [a, a
0
]X[b
0
, b]. Then f k(a
0
)"b and f k(b
0
)"a. We distinguish two
alternatives.
p3[a,a
0
]X[b
0
, b]. Let, say, p3[a,a
0
]. We have f 2k(a
0
)"p, f 2k(a)"f k(p)’p. This implies that
[a, a
0
] contains a "xed point q of f 2k. Put K"[a,q]. We will show that f (q),2, f k~1(q)NJ. To see
this, suppose f i(q)3J for some 1)i(k. Then f i(K) contains a (if f i(a)(a) or b (if f i(a)’a) and we
obtain the same contradiction as in (i). Thus, q is a k or 2k-periodic point for f.
p N [a, a
0
]X [b
0
, b]. From this we have f 2k([a,a
0
])"f k(f k([a, a
0
])).f k([ p, b]).f k([b
0
, b]).
[a, p].[a, a
0
]. Hence, f 2k has a "xed point q in [a, a
0
]. Similarly as in the previous alternative we
can show that f (q),2, f k~1(q) N J. Thus, q is a k or 2k-periodic point for f. h
Corollary 1. Arbitrarily close to any f3C(I, I) there is a piecewise monotone map fM with
type ( fM )^type ( f ). Moreover, fM can be chosen in such a way that it coincides with f on any prescribed
xnite set.
Proof. From the proof of Lemmas 7 and 6 from [9] we have that arbitrarily close to f there is
a piecewise monotone map fM which is made from f by PMCP so it su$ces to use Proposition 1.
Further, from the proof of Lemmas 7 and 6 in [9] it is easy to see that given a "nite set A-I, fM can
be chosen in such a way that fM (x)"f (x) for all x3A. h
3. Generalized blowing up orbit of a 5xed point
The procedure of blowing up orbits was introduced by Harrison [7]. In [7], full orbits with the
following property are blown up:
"x3FOrb
f
(y) : f ~1(x) is "nite.
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For our purposes we will slightly generalize this procedure for a special type of full orbits. We will
blow up the full orbit FOrb
f
(p) of a "xed point p of f with the following two conditions satis"ed:
f is not constant on any (nondegenerate) interval J-I containing p; (2)
"x3FOrb
f
(p) : f ~1(x) has a "nite number of components. (3)
For i"1, 2,2 denote the components of f ~i(p)C f ~(i~1)(p) by C1i ,2,Ckii (ki can equal 0). From (2)
and (3) we obtain that the sets MpN and Cj
i
for i"1, 2,2, j"1,2,ki, are pairwise disjoint
singletons or compact intervals. Since the set FOrb
f
(p) is the union of these sets, they are its
components. For convenience, take an enumeration of the set of all (compact) components of
FOrb
f
(p) in the form MC
k
; k3KN.
Let MQ
k
; k3KN be a system of pairwise disjoint compact subintervals of I with the following
properties:
(i) Q
k
(Q
l
i! C
k
(C
l
(in the sense of the ordering of the real line);
(ii) dist
i?=
(Q
ki
, bdI)P0 i! dist
i?=
(C
ki
, bdI)P0.
(iii) dist
i?=
(Q
ki
,Q
l
)P0 i! dist
i?=
(C
ki
, C
l
)P0.
Now we are going to de"ne a new map fI3C(I, I). First, replace every C
k
by Q
k
and compress the rest
of the interval I in such a way that we again obtain I. Formally, apply to I a blowing up morphism
u which is a set-valued map from I to I with the following properties:
(i) u is increasing;
(ii) u(C
k
)"Q
k
;
(iii) u(x) is a point for any x3ICFOrb
f
(p);
(iv) u(I)"I.
It is easy to see that u~1 is from C(I, I), nondecreasing and u~1(IC6
k|K
Q
k
)WFOrb
f
(p)"0.
Now de"ne
fI (x)"u( f (u~1(x))) for x3ICZ
k|K
Q
k
.
By a continuous extension (e.g., linear one or any other extension) of fI on 6
k|K
Q
k
we obtain a map
fI from C(I, I). It can be easily seen that f D
ICFO3"f(p)
and fI D
IC6k|K Qk
are topologicaly conjugate by
uD
ICFO3"f(p)
.
Lemma 2. Let f3C(I, I) be a piecewise monotone map and p be its xxed point. Then arbitrarily close to
f there is a piecewise monotone map fI such that fI (x)"p for every x3J where J is a (nondegenerate)
subinterval of I containing p and such that type ( fI )"type ( f ) (if type ( f )z1 or p is an endpoint of I) or
type ( fI )3M1, 2N (if type ( f )"1 and p is not an endpoint of I).
Proof. We can suppose that (2) is satis"ed. Piecewise monotonicity of f yields immediately that also
(3) is satis"ed. Now we are going to apply the procedure of blowing up orbits to FOrb
f
(p). First we
describe a blowing up morphism u which we will apply. We choose intervals Q
k
such that p3u(p)
and if p is an interior point of I then p is the middle point of u(p) (note that u(p) is that of the
intervals Q
k
which we obtained by blowing up the point p). We de"ne u to be linear on each
nondegenerate C
k
as well as on each interval contiguous to FOrb
f
(p).
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Now, let A"[a, b] be some subinterval of I. Put M
A
to be the set of all maps g from C(A,A)
characterized by the following three conditions:
(i) g(Ma, bN)-Ma, bN;
(ii) g([a#1
3
(b!a), b!1
3
(b!a)])"M(a#b)/2N;
(iii) g is linear on each of the intervals [a,a#1
3
(b!a)], [b!1
3
(b!a), b].
It is obvious that M
A
contains exactly four di!erent maps; one g3M
A
is of type 2 (when g(a)"b
and g(b)"a) and the others are of type 1.
On IC6
k|K
Q
k
we de"ne fI as described above. On all intervals Q
k
except u(p) we extend fI linearly.
The extension on u(p) depends on whether p is an endpoint of I or not.
If p is not an endpoint of I then we extend fI on u(p) by ‘insertinga a map from Mr(p) in such
a way that fI will be continuous. It is obvious that fI can be made arbitrarily close to f by an
appropriate choice of intervals Q
k
. Since f D
ICFO3"f(p)
and fI D
IC6k|K Qk
are topologicaly conjugate and
every trajectory of fI starting in 6
k|K
Q
k
will reach the fI -invariant interval u(p) in a "nite number of
iterations, type ( fI )"type ( f ) unless type ( f )"1, when type ( fI )3M1, 2N.
If p is an endpoint of I then we extend fI on u(p) by ‘insertinga a nondecreasing map which is
constant on some intervals containing the endpoints of u(p). Since the ‘insertedamap is of type 1, in
the same way as above we get that type ( fI )"type ( f ).
It is obvious that fI is piecewise monotone. h
4. The structure of the space C(I,I)
The following result will turn out to be very useful.
Proposition 2. Let p be a xxed point of f3C(I, I). Then arbitrarily close to f there is a piecewise
monotone map g with type (g)^type ( f ) and such that g(x)"p for every x3J where J is a (non-
degenerate) subinterval of I containing p.
Proof. By Corollary 1 we may, without loss of generality, assume that f is piecewise monotone. If
p is contained in arbitrarily small f-invariant intervals then the statement of the proposition is
trivial. Suppose this is not the case. By applying Lemma 2 to f we get a map g with all the required
properties except the case when type ( f )"1 and type (g)"2. We are going to show that in fact this
case is not possible.
From Lemma 2 and its proof we have that in this case p is an interior point of I and f is
nonincreasing at p. Denote by [a, b] the interval of monotonicity of f containing p. It is clear that
a(p(b and that there is no "xed point (and thus, since type ( f )"1, no periodic point) of f in
[a,b] di!erent from p. Suppose that there is a point z3[a, p) such that f 2(z)’z. Then f 2(x)’x for
all x3[a, p) otherwise there is a "xed point of f 2 in [a, p). Now, if we take a point x3[a,p)
su$ciently close to p we obtain an f-invariant interval [x, f (x)] containing p, as small as we want
which contradicts our presupposition. We obtain the same contradiction if we suppose that there is
a point z3(p, b] such that f 2(z)(z.
From the previous we have f 2(x)(x for x3[a,p) and f 2(x)’x for x3(p, b]. Hence there must
be a "xed point of f 2 to the left of p (and also to the right). Take the rightmost "xed point of f 2 to
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the left of p and denote it by z. We claim that f (z)Oz. In the opposite case we have that there is
a point u3(z,p) such that f (u)"p so f 2(u)"p. But this implies that there is a point v3(u, p) such
that f 2(v)"v which contradicts the fact that z is the rightmost "xed point of f 2 to the left of p. h
De5nition. We say that f3C(I, I) is type-stable if type (g)_type ( f ) for any g3C(I, I) su$ciently near
to f.
For t3NXM2=N put „
S
(t)"M f3„(t); f is type-stableN and „
N
(t)"„(t)C„
S
(t).
Theorem 1. Let t3NXM2=N. Then „(^t), „(t), „(_t) and if tO3 then also „(zt) are second
category spaces. „(p2=) is a xrst category space.
Remark. If tz1 is di!erent from 2= then „(pt)"„(^s) where s is the immediate predecessor of
t and hence is a second category space; „(z3)"0.
Proof. If t does not have an immediate successor in the Sharkovsky ordering then, due to Block’s
theorem on stability, „(^t) is a complete, therefore second category space. Let n3N and let m be
its immediate successor. Then clos„(^n)"„(^n)X„
N
(m) is a complete space. We will show that
„(^n) is a Gd subspace of clos„(^n) and thus a second category space by [5, Theorem XI.10.5,
XIV.4.1 and XIV.8.3].
For any "nite set S-I put d(S)"minMDx!yD; x, y3S, xOyN. Further, put „
k
"M f3„
N
(m); f
has an m-cycle C such that d(C)*1/kN. Fix a k3N. We will show that „
k
is a closed subset of
clos„(^n). Then the result will follow. So let ( f
i
)=
i/1
be a sequence of maps from „
k
uniformly
converging to some f. Let C
i
"Mxi
1
,2, ximN be an m-cycle of fi such that d(Ci)*1/k for every
i"1, 2,2 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that (xi1)=i/1 converges to some x1
(otherwise we take a subsequence). Then, from uniform convergence of ( f
i
)=
i/1
, we have that also
(xi
j
)=
i/1
converges to some x
j
for every j"1,2, m. It is easy to see that C"Mx1,2, xmN is an
m-cycle of f and d(C)*1/k.
Now let n3N. Then „
S
(n) is open and by Proposition 2 dense in the second category space
„(^n) (to get the density, realize that one can appropriately perturb the map g from Proposition
2 on a small neighbourhood of p). Thus the set „(n).„
S
(n) is residual in „(^n) and hence of
second category in itself.
For any n3N, „(2n) is by Proposition 2 nowhere dense in the complete space „(^2=). Thus
„(2=) is residual in „(^2=) and hence of second category in itself.
In any ball in C(I, I) there is a type-stable map of type 3. Therefore „(3) contains an open dense
subset of C(I, I) and hence is residual in C(I, I). Then also „(_t).„(3) is residual in C(I, I) hence of
second category in itself. The same argument works for „(zt) if tO3.
For any n3N, „(2n) is by Proposition 2 nowhere dense in „(p2=). Hence „(p2=) is of "rst
category in itself. h
By Theorem 1, the notion of genericity has a good sense in the mentioned subspaces of C(I, I)
except of „(p2=). For completeness, in the next theorem we state also some known results
together with new ones (cf. [9]).
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Theorem 2. Let n3N and t3NXM2=N. Then
(i) „
S
(n) is open and dense hence residual in „(^n);
(ii) „
N
(n)X„(pn) is closed and nowhere dense in „(^n);
(iii) „(2=) is Gd-dense hence residual in „(^2=);
(iv) „
S
(2=)"0;
(v) „(p2=) is Fp-dense in „(^2=);
(vi) „(t) is c-dense in „(^t).
Proof. (i) and (ii) are easy consequences of Proposition 2.
(iii) „(2=)"„(^2=)C6=
n/0
clos„(^2n). Density follows immediately from Proposition 2.
(iv) and (v) follow from [9, Theorem].
(vi) is an easy consequence of Proposition 2. h
De5nition. A property P of maps from C"XMC(J,J); J is a compact intervalN is said to be
intensive if it ful"ls the following two conditions:
(i) the property P is an invariant of topological conjugacy;
(ii) if f, g3C, f has the property P and g is an extension of f then also g has the property P.
A property P is said to be compatible with a class A-C(I, I) if at least one map from A has the
property P.
Remark. Obviously, if an intensive property P is compatible with „(s) then it is compatible also
with „(t) for any tzs. Further, if a property P as well as its negation are compatible with C(I,I) and
the property P is intensive then the negation of P is not intensive.
Theorem 3. Let t3NXM2=N and P
i
, i"1, 2,2 be intensive properties compatible with „(t). Then the
set P"Mf3„(t); f has all properties P
i
, i"1, 2,2N is dense in „(^t).
Proof. Let g3„(^t). Take a "xed point p of g. By Proposition 2, as close to g as we wish there is
a map g8 3„(^t) which is constant on some interval [ p, q] or [q, p]. Without loss of generality, we
may restrict ourselves to the "rst case. Take a closed interval [ p, r], r(q, whose length is as small
as we need. Let p"p
0
(p
1
(2(r be a sequence converging to r. Put J
n
"[p
n~1
, p
n
]. Let
g
n
3C(J
n
, J
n
) be a map from „(t) with property P
n
. It is easy to see that p
n~1
and p
n
can be assumed
to be "xed points of g
n
.
Now, let f be the continuous map which coincides with g8 outside [ p, q], coincides with g
n
on
J
n
and is linear on [r, q]. Then f3P which "nishes the proof. h
It would be possible to state several other results obtained from Theorem 3 by replacing the
symbols „(t), „(t) and „(^t) in it by suitable other symbols from the family „(t), „(pt), „(^t),
„(zt), „(_t). For instance, if we replace each of the three mentioned symbols in Theorem 3 by
„(zt), the obtained statement will still be true. But this is not very interesting. First, this statement
can be proved very easily (without using our Proposition 2). Moreover, when we try to construct
a map with some prescribed properties by a perturbation of a given map then we usually want the
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type of the map not to jump up. That is why we proved only Theorem 3 and why we are not going
to discuss anymore possible variants of it.
When we apply Theorem 3, usually we have only one or a few properties. Just to indicate
possible applications of Theorem 3 we prove the following:
Corollary 2. The set of chaotic maps (of type 2=) is dense but xrst category in „(^2=).
Proof. The density follows from Theorem 3. The fact that chaotic maps form a "rst category set in
„(^2=) was proved in [8]. h
If we know that there is a map from „ (t) satisfying some "nite or countable system of conditions
and we wish to show that the family of such maps is dense in „(^t) we cannot use Theorem
3 directly if some of these properties are not intensive. Nevertheless, the desired result can be
sometimes proved using the idea of the proof of Theorem 3. For instance, in [6] it was proved that
there exists a map f nonchaotic in the sense of Li and Yorke with in"nite set X ( f )Cu ( f ). Though the
property of being nonchaotic is not intensive we can prove the following
Corollary 3. The set of nonchaotic maps with inxnite set X ( f )Cu ( f ) is dense in „(^2=).
Proof. Fix an f3„(^2=). By [9, Theorem] arbitrarily close to f there is a map g3„(p2=). Clearly,
g is nonchaotic. Further proceed in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 3. The only di!erence
is that instead of the maps g
n
it is su$cient to take one map g
1
whose domain is the whole [ p, r]. To
de"ne g
1
, slightly modify the map from [6]. h
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